Preface

The personal identity problem has enjoyed a revival among analytic philosophers over the last three decades. Since questions of personal identity are of fundamental interest outside philosophy, there is some reason to hope that in this area philosophy will do what it is popularly thought to do—apply rigorous standards of argument and investigation to basic problems of human existence. A glance at the contemporary literature on personal identity, however, quickly disappoints these expectations. Instead of questions of self-knowledge, self-expression, and authenticity, we find discussions of the necessary and sufficient connections between entities called individual "person time-slices" which allow us to say they are slices of the same person. These creatures inhabiting philosophical theories of identity seem to have little to do with persons as we know them, and the concerns about identity these theorists address seem far removed from the compelling identity issues familiar to us from lived experience, psychology, and literature.

The contemporary philosophical discussion of identity omits a great deal that seems central to the topic of personal identity. This book is motivated by my own disappointment. My goal is to articulate more clearly what contemporary analytic work on personal identity neglects. In Part I, I consider central issues from within the contemporary debate, arguing that current analytic identity theorists have failed even on their own terms. In Part II, I step outside the confines of standard personal identity literature, using resources and issues neglected by the standard discussion to provide more robust and satisfying perspectives on questions about persons and personal identity. Here I focus on our experience of life as lived history, investigating how personal identity is linked to the capacity to construct coherent autobiographical narratives and to enter into the activities and social interactions that define the lives of persons.

Much of the preliminary work involved in understanding and criticizing
the standard debate on personal identity got under way at Harvard University. I am grateful to the many friends and teachers there who guided me through the preliminary phases and have continued to provide support, insight, and inspiration. First and foremost, I thank Stanley Cavell, who helped shape my most basic sensibilities by demonstrating exciting new ways to engage with traditional philosophical debates. His influence can be felt on every page of the book. I also thank Burton Dreben, Juliet Floyd, Sharon Lloyd, Nick Pappas, Hilary Putnam, Tim Scanlon, Miriam Solomon, and Paul Weithman, each of whom made a crucial contribution to my project in one way or another, and Jennifer Whiting, who gave me my first systematic introduction to the topic of personal identity. I also thank Harvard for generous financial support and the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship Foundation for granting me a Charlotte Newcombe Dissertation Fellowship for the academic year 1987–88.

I wrote the bulk of this book while on the faculty at The University of Illinois at Chicago. The philosophy department there is an extraordinarily congenial place to work; I can hardly imagine a department more nurturing of its faculty. I am deeply grateful to my colleagues—past and present—for their generosity with everything: leaves of absence, scheduling flexibility, encouragement, and time spent reading and commenting on work in progress. I especially thank Charles Chastain, Walter Edelberg, Dorothy Grover, Bill Hart, Christopher Hoyt, Peter Hylton, Connie Meinwald, Paul Teller, and Kent Wilson for their insights, suggestions, and enthusiasm. I also thank the university for its support and for a Campus Research Board grant that freed me from teaching duties in the spring of 1990.

Many others have also played central roles in the completion of my project. Here I acknowledge two especially important debts. Randy Carter's comments on the manuscript were always clear and valuable. In addition, he led me to a body of literature that together with his suggestions resulted in a total reconfiguration of Part I. Richard Wollheim has had an impact on the project since its inception. His book *The Thread of Life*, which came out while I was just beginning my work on personal identity, gave me the courage to pursue my intuitions and a rich set of resources to employ while doing so. Not only have his views continued to have a major impact on the formation of my own, but his gracious critique helped me to sharpen and focus the argument of Part II.

The manuscript was also vastly improved by the suggestions and comments of an enormously sympathetic and insightful referee at Cornell University Press, and by the extremely helpful input of my editor, Roger Haydon.
Finally, I thank my family and my husband, John Marko, whose conversation, enthusiasm for my work, and overall support have been essential to the preparation of this book.
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